
This e-Book has been adapted/recreated ‘in part’ from textual information from the Managing Successful
Programmes handbook 5TH edition. In this e-Book you will find out what MSP is, the difference between
projects, programmes and portfolios and what is involved when you take the MSP® Foundation and
practitioner course. You will also be notified of the differences between the previous 4th edition and the
new 5th edition from content to exams and keeping your practitioner status current.

MSP®Foundation & Practitioner e-Book

5th editionversion
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What is MSP®?
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Transformation, change and long term policy implementation!
If your organisation is going through these then MSP®
(Managing Successful Programmes) should be on your radar. It
is is all about transformation and big change. It is the guidance
that provides and maintains a strategic view over the set of
projects, aligning and co-ordinating them within a programme
of business change in support of specific business strategies. It
is suitable for any organisation or individual seeing the need for
a controlled approach to managing its programmes. We now
have a 5th edition of MSP® launched in October 2020.

The benefits

• Can be used in harmony with other Best Management Practice
guidance, such as PRINCE2® and M_o_R® and any international
or internal organisational standards.

• Highly suitable for business transformation and political/societal 
change.

• Accommodates high levels of complexity, ambiguity and risk.

• MSP® Principles can be applied to any change, whatever level of
its focus, or nature of outcomes.

• Programmes are always planned and managed with an end in
mind.

• The new 5th edition embraces the digital age and agile ways of
working making the approach much more iterative.
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Projects, programmes and portfolios…?
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Portfolio management addresses the fundamental questions:
• Are we doing the right things?
• Are we doing these things right?
• Most significantly, are we realising all the benefits in terms of more 
effective services and efficiency savings from the changes we are 
implementing?

Programme Management enables you to align and co-ordinate projects 
within a programme of business change so that you can effectively support 
specific business strategies. It is also essential for managing complex 
projects with many interdependencies.

Project Management is the application of processes, methods, knowledge, 
skills and experience to deliver outputs in order to achieve the project 
objectives.
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How MSP® works and its objectives 
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MSP® creates a structured framework. It acknowledges that every
programme is unique but at the same time their framework must be
universally applicable, delivering quality outcomes and lasting
benefits. MSP® encourages organisations to focus on outcomes and
realising benefits. It mitigates risks and anticipates issues in
advance, MSP® is proven to work even for the most challenging
programmes.

Course Objectives

• Provide an understanding of the benefits and principles underlying
a structured approach to programme management.

• Apply the principles of MSP® to a programme within a work
environment.

• Operate effectively with colleagues and managers within a
structured programme and project management environment.

• Enable delegates to understand the MSP® framework to be
prepared to sit the PeopleCert MSP® Foundation and Practitioner
exams.

• 5th edition enables delegates to take a more iterative approach to
programme management and align this with agile ways of working.
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Themes and principles – what has changed?  
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The MSP® framework is based on three core concepts

MSP® Principles. These are derived from positive and negative lessons
learned from programme experiences. They are the common factors that
underpin the success of any transformational change. The principles have
had an overhaul with 5th edition. They are more aligned to today’s
environment and each has a succinct paragraph and is dealt with under
each one of the 5th edition ‘themes.’

MSP® Themes. Previously known as ‘Governance’ Themes. These define
an organisation's approach to programme management. They allow an
organisation to put in place the right leadership, delivery team,
organisation structures and controls, giving the best chance for success.
There are now only seven instead of the previous nine. There is now also
greater interconnectivity to the principles.

MSP® Lifecycle. Previously ‘Transformational Flow.’ This provides a route
through the lifecycle of a programme from its conception through to the
delivery of the new capability, outcomes and benefits. It is now more
iterative in nature reflecting agile ways of working.
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Exam information

Foundation: 1 hour, closed book, 60 multiple-choice questions 
(previously 75) | Pass mark 33/60 (55%)

Practitioner: 2½ hours, open book (MSP® 5th edition guide), 70
objective test questions (previously 8 scenario based ones) |

Pass mark 38 / 70 (55%)

You must attain Foundation 5th edition certificate to sit the 
Practitioner exam.

Passing the exams will give you internationally recognised 
professional qualifications.

The course content
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MSP® Foundation and Practitioner classroom is a 3 - 5 day course
(depending on which level the delegate wishes to take). It consists
of a mixture of trainer presentations, practical work and exams. The
course is designed to be more workshop than presentation. You can
expect your trainer to involve you all as much as possible, through
discussions in the (virtual) classroom, bringing in your own
experiences in programmes, and through reviews of your practical
work during the course.

The course can also soon be taken as an online e-Learning course (typically
purchased for 6 months). If there are 4 or more delegates wishing to take
the course, SPOCE will also deliver on premises.
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Course content continued…
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MSP® INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
MSP® recognises three broad categories of programme. All three categories 
can implement the MSP® framework, but each will apply a different focus to 
the manner in which MSP® is applied. The three categories are:
● Vision-led programmes
● Emergent programmes
● Compliance programmes.

MSP® PRINCIPLES AND AN INTRODUCTION TO THEMES

Principles (1. lead with purpose 2. collaborate across boundaries 3. deal
with ambiguity 4. Align with priorities 5. deploy diverse skills 6. realise
measurable benefits 7. bring pace and value) and an overview of the seven
themes.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROCESSES

1. Identify the programme 2. Design the outcomes 3. Plan progressive
delivery 4. Deliver the capabilities 5. Embed the outcomes 6. Evaluate new
information 7. Close the programme.

DESIGN THEME

Vision, benefits management and ‘Blueprint’.

ORGANISATION THEME

Programme organisation, leadership and stakeholder engagement.

STRUCTURE THEME

Planning, control and benefits management.

JUSTIFICATION THEME

The all-important business case.

KNOWLEDGE THEME

Quality and assurance management.
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Course content continued…
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THE BUSINESS CASE 
Developing, managing and reviewing the programme’s Business Case. 

DECISIONS THEME
Risk and issue management.

THE SEVEN PROCESSES
1. Identifying the programme 2. Design the outcomes 3. Plan progressive 
delivery 4. Deliver the capabilities 5. Embed the outcomes 6. Evaluate new 
information 7. Close the programme. 

ASSURANCE THEME

Quality and assurance management.

ONLIVE

VIRTUAL

CLASSROOM
Mon Tue Wed Thu

09:00 - 10:30
MSP Introduction &

Overview

Organization

Theme Assurance Theme

Practitioner exam

structure

Question styles

Examination

question

11:00 - 12:30
Principles

Introduction to the

Themes

Structure Theme
Decisions Theme Identifying 

the ProgrammeDesign the

Outcomes

Practitioner Study

Sample Practitioner

exam paper

(continued)

13:30 - 15:00
Introduction to the

Processes

Justification

Theme

Plan progressive delivery

Deliver the capabilities

Embed the outcomes

Evaluate new information

Close the programme

Practitioner Study

sample Practitioner

exam paper

(continued)

15:30 - 17:00 Design Theme
Knowledge
Theme Sample Foundation Exam

Practitioner Study

Sample Practitioner

exam paper

(continued)
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MSP®5th edition, what’schanged?

Principles: Have been overhauled to make them more aligned with
today’s environment. Each of these principles is explained in a
succinct paragraph and is dealt with under each of the ‘themes’.

Themes: Seven themes now exist instead of the previous nine and
the word ‘governance’ has been removed from this title. There is also
greater interconnectivity to the overarching principles.

Programme lifecycle: The focus is on achieving stakeholder benefits
and is now iterative in its approach, reflecting more agile ways of
working.

The main areas of revision for the manual itself are as follows:

• Vision: An updated approach to the structure of a vision statement.

• Benefits: This is a key principle and it prevalent through the whole
guidance.

• Risks: Addressed more widely and at greater frequency through
the edition.

• Organisation structure and roles: Well established roles have been
updated in the manual and new ones included.

• Business case: Has been revised to include greater exploration of
funding and finance.

• Blueprint: Now ‘Target Operating Model’ with further explanation
of its use.

• Stakeholder engagement and communications planning: updated
and refreshed.
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MSP is an essential component of the all-new AXELOS study route
known as ProPath. The ProPath study route has been specifically
designed to bring together a series of approaches which enables
candidates to gauge the level of skill and expertise they need for
their chosen career. It also allows organisations to have the
confidence in the expertise of their employees to take their
projects, programmes and portfolios to new levels.

How does MSP fit with new ProPath Study route?

PROPATH STUDY ROUTE

ProPatch Project Expert = PRINCE2® + MSP® + MoR®

ProPath Agile Project Expert = PRINCE2 Agile® + MSP® + MoR®

ProPath Programme Leader = MSP® + P3O® + MoP®

ProPath Certified Portfolio Director = Project (agile) expert + Programme
Leader
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Call 01202 736 373

email: sales@spoce.com

Visit www.spoce.com

About SPOCE training

Classroom courses (currently on hold)
Our classroom courses are a supportive and collaborative experience where you will get to
learn in a group, sharing your experience with other professionals and applying the
method we are teaching to your working life. The majority of SPOCE's classroom training
consists of pre-course materials that provide attendees the opportunity to prepare for the
course. During the course, the combination of trainer presentations, individual and group
tasks, and workshopped flip chart diagrams help delegates to understand and learn the
subject.

e-Learning (5th edition coming soon)
Do you like the flexibility of being able to choose when and where you study, are fairly
confident learning with technology but don't want to lose on quality in your course
material? Here at SPOCE we have developed our own brand of award winning e-Learning
courses to support your self-study , accessible worldwide from our Learning Management
System. Now you can even take your exams online too!

Onsite client events
If you are part of an organisation looking for a more be-spoke package for your employees
then SPOCE has the expertise to customise your learning and deliver an experience
tailored to your needs. We also provide on-site training at your own location anywhere in
the world.

Welcome to ONLIVE virtual training!
ONLIVE virtual classroom from SPOCE gives you and your organisation the best of both
worlds when it comes to training. It is an online learning platform with a very big
difference. SPOCE ONLIVE training is presented 'live' by our expert team of trainers and
gives you the ability to interact with the trainer and the rest of their virtual class
throughout the sessions. When you book virtual classroom training with SPOCE,
you will also be able to choose a schedule that is suitable to you and not the
other way around. You will not find this option with any other training provider!

We will deliver our expertise with speed, efficiency and courteous service quality ‘every’ time. 
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